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Checking In
Who has started on the unit 2 group submission?

This paper will be crucial for Unit 2 mid-point submission:



Readings this week are a bit disjointed



Reminder

What do you think when you hear impossible?

In the context of  computational problems, 
what does an impossible problem (that is 

defined mathematically)  mean to you?

Discuss!



First interpretation

Essentially not possible to come up with a precise mathematical description of  a problem

At least not in the sense of  being able 
to write the math formulation down

Try to learn the problem from data itself!



Second interpretation

It is possible to precisely define the problem but there does not exist any solution

Solve an approximate version of  the impossible problem



Case 3.1

It is possible to precisely define the problem that has a solution but
COMPUTING the solution is impossible (period)

Solve the problem for “real world” cases



Case 3.2.1
It is possible to precisely define the problem that has a solution but
COMPUTING the solution efficiently with current technology is very hard

Solve the problem mathematically



?



Case 3.2.2

It is possible to precisely define the problem that has a solution but
implementing the solution efficiently in current world is  hard

Any example?
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Case 3.2.2
It is possible to precisely define the problem that has a solution but
implementing the solution efficiently in current world is  hard

How do you “prove” that a specific AI system will result in a feedback loop?

Model the world mathematically and show a feedback loop in your model



Case 3.3

It is possible to precisely define the problem that has a solution but
COMPUTING the solution efficiently is hard/not known with current technology

Problems that are hard because no one has been
able to show that it is “easy”

Note the human angle!



The “work around”

If  something is impossible, it might make something else possible



Cryptography!



?
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Predictive policing



Potential biases in predictive policing



Exercise



Aside 1: DAGs in causal diagrams

Consider a world that can be represented as a causal DAG

Can we have a feedback loop in this world?

Going forward your causal diagrams can have cycles!



Community organization can get results!



?



Can we formalize this intuition?

How do we “prove” that feedback loops can exist in predictive policing?

Simulation results

Theoretical modeling results



A simulation result



?



Theoretical modeling: Ensign et al.

A LOT of  
simplifications!



Basic Setup

https://library.buffalo.edu/maps/buffalo-wnymaps/buffalo-neighborhoods.html

https://crimegrade.org/safest-places-in-buffalo-ny/

W

E

Only ONE cop patrol E and W



Assumption 1: One region/day
Cop can only go to one of   E or W region per day

Cop will go to E or W with probability proportional to the number of  crimes reported in that region

Cop will visit E on t+1 with probability

Cop will visit W on t+1 with probability



Assumption 2: Unequal crime rates
E and  W unequal crime rates (which are known)

Mathematically: 

Do NOT need 𝜆E and 𝜆W to be far apart



Assumption 3: Observed = actual crime rate
Cop discovers crime at exactly the same rate as the actual crime rate in either region

Is this a reasonable assumption?

If  cop goes to E: 

Discovers one crime with probability 𝜆E and no crime with probability 1- 𝜆E 

If  cop goes to W: 

Discovers one crime with probability 𝜆W and no crime with probability 1- 𝜆W 



An exercise
If  cop goes to E: 

Discovers one crime with probability 𝜆E and no crime with probability 1- 𝜆E 

If  cop goes to W: 

Discovers one crime with probability 𝜆W and no crime with probability 1- 𝜆W 



Solution to exercise



Finally, we have our model…



Next exercise…

Cop will visit E with probability

Cop will visit W with probability



Solution to exercise

Cop will visit E with probability

Cop will visit W with probability

≈ 𝜆E

≈ 𝜆W

≪ 𝜆E

≫ 𝜆W

≫ 𝜆E

≪ 	𝜆W



Does this model have a feedback loop?



What do you think will happen?
Answer is yes and in the most extreme sense.

Cop will visit E with probability

Cop will visit W with probability

≈ 𝜆E

≈ 𝜆W

𝜆E	> 𝜆W

= 1

= 0

𝜆E < 𝜆W

= 0

= 1



How the heck do you prove such a thing?



Now let’s prove this “lemma 3”!
Just kidding J



Now let’s prove this “lemma 3”!
Just kidding J



Is there a (mathematical) “fix”?



Discussion Summary due Sat 11:59pm!


